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LET’S HUNT FOR MUSHROOMS IN FINLAND
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Sparsely populated land, everyman’s right, easy access to the
wilderness, and the cleanliness of natural areas make Finland
the ideal des na on for nature tourism. The peace and quiet
of nature and the nightless night are unique experiences for
many visitors – not to men on the mushrooms and berries
that can be picked.
Finland is quite a large country in terms of area: 338,000 km .
The country measures 1,140 km from the northernmost point
to the southern p, and 528 km across at its widest point. A
large propor on of Finland’s area – as much as 86% of it – is
covered by forest. The majority of the forests are privately
owned, but some are also owned by the state, parishes,
municipali es and forestry companies. In Finland, the trees
grow less densely than in southern countries, making it easy
to walk through forests. Plenty of forest roads have been built
through Finland’s forests.
Finland is famous for its midnight sun and its thousands of
lakes. There are 188,000 lakes and ponds in Finland, with
approximately 500,000 summer co ages on their shores. In
the summer, many of the lake shores boast large popula ons.
Finland’s popula on is only 5.5 million.
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Finland is the perfect place for mushroom
pickers!
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Finland is the perfect place for
mushroom pickers!
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Finland is a major mushroom country
Every year, more than 1,000 million kilos of edible mushrooms
grow in the wild in Finland, but less than one per cent is
picked. Several hundred species of edible mushroom are
known to exist in Finland.
It is safest for tourists to collect only a few, easily iden fiable,
types of mushroom.

Finland
is a major
mushroom
country
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The best types of mushroom for tourists to pick are ceps,
milkcaps, chanterelles, funnel chanterelles, sheep polypore,
black chanterelles and matsutakes, the last of which grow
irregularly.
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Finnish nature tourism companies oﬀer accommoda on
services along with various nature excursion services, such
as guided mushroom-picking trips, which enable visitors to
discover and collect the safest and best types of mushroom
in Finland. Some companies also help visitors to dehydrate
their mushrooms and prepare them to take home. Guided
mushroom-picking trips oﬀer visitors the opportunity to feel
rejuvenated by the Finnish nature, collect mushrooms and
prepare their find to take home, providing that they have
chosen to travel to a suitable rural des na on.
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Visitors to Finland can compare accommoda on services
before their trip and find out what various companies can
oﬀer. For help finding companies that arrange guided nature
and mushroom-picking excursions in various parts of Finland,
use the search engine on this page:
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Everyman’s right means that visitors are en tled to pass through forests, stay in them, set
up camp temporarily and collect berries and mushrooms without needing the landowner’s
permission. The right does not apply to garden areas, cul vated land or nature conserva on
areas. Some private roads are closed oﬀ with barriers or chains. Visitors are not permi ed
to drive motor vehicles on closed private roads.
Everyman’s right applies to everyone living or staying within Finland’s borders. Finnish
ci zenship is not a prerequisite: everyman’s right also applies to visitors from abroad.
However, it is not permi ed to do anything that could harm the landowner while out in the
wilderness. It is prohibited to break oﬀ any branches from trees or damage saplings, and
li ering is forbidden. The following rules should be kept in mind while enjoying the nature:
The following are allowed in the forest:
- Collec ng berries and mushrooms that are growing naturally
- Walking and cycling
- Collec ng pine cones from the ground, dry twigs and other corresponding
natural objects
- Swimming and washing in bodies of water, providing that they are far enough away
from the grounds of summer co ages and grounds of houses
- Fishing using worm bait and ice fishing
- Staying temporarily in areas where access is permi ed
- Preparing food using a portable stove. Separate areas are provided for ligh ng fires
at recrea on and camping sites.
The following are not allowed:
- Causing disturbance or damage to other people or the environment
- Disturbing birds that are nes ng
- Taking birchbark, bark, branches, leaves, resin, birch sap or pine cones
from growing or fallen trees
- Taking moss, lichens, wood, dwarf shrubs or peat from someone else’s land
- Cu ng grass
- Passing through or staying overnight on someone else’s cul vated land or garden area
- Li ering
- Fishing or hun ng without the landowner’s permission
- Driving a motor vehicle over the terrain without the landowner’s permission
- Ligh ng bonfires without the landowner’s permission. If a forest fire warning is
in force, fires must not be lit in natural areas.
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Everyman’s right allows mushrooms to be picked freely
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㻙㻌㣵䜢䛳䛯㔮䜚䜔✰㔮䜚
㻙㻌䜰䜽䝉䝇䛜チྍ䛥䜜䛯ሙᡤ䛷䛾୍ⓗ䛺ᅾ
㻙㻌䝫䞊䝍䝤䝹䝁䞁䝻䜢䛳䛯ㄪ⌮䚹ⅆ䛾⏝䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸䝺䜽䝸䜶䞊䝅䝵䞁䜶䝸䜰
㻌 䜎䛯䛿䜻䝱䞁䝥䜶䝸䜰䛻ᑓ⏝䜶䝸䜰䛜タ䛡䜙䜜䛶䛔䜎䛩
⚗Ṇ⾜Ⅽ䠖
㻙㻌䛾ே䚻䜔⎔ቃ䛻ᝏᙳ㡪䜔ᦆയ䜢ཬ䜌䛩⾜Ⅽ
㻙㻌ᕢస䜚୰䛾㫽䜢㑧㨱䛩䜛⾜Ⅽ
㻙㻌ᶟ䛾ᶞ⓶䜔䛭䛾䛾ᶞ⓶䚸ᯞ䚸ⴥ䚸ᶞ⬡䚸ᶟ䛾ᶞᾮ䚸
㻌 ⏕ᮌ䜔ಽᮌ䛻䛴䛔䛶䛔䜛ᯇ䜌䛳䛟䜚䛾᥇ྲྀ
㻙㻌ᡤ᭷ᆅ䛷䛾ⱏ䚸ᆅ⾰㢮䚸ᮌ䚸ᑠపᮌ䚸ἾⅣ䛾᥇ྲྀ
㻙㻌ⲡ䛾ส䜚ྲྀ䜚
㻙㻌ᡤ᭷䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛᱂ᇵᆅ䜔ᗞᅬෆ䛾㏻⾜䜔ᐟἩ
㻙㻌䝂䝭䛾㻌ᢞᲠ㻌
㻙㻌ᅵᆅᡤ᭷⪅䛾チྍ䛺䛟㔮䜚䜔⊁⊟䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸
㻙㻌ᅵᆅᡤ᭷⪅䛾チྍ䛺䛟䝰䞊䝍䞊䛝䛾䜚≀䜢䜚ධ䜜䜛䛣䛸
㻙㻌ᅵᆅᡤ᭷⪅䛾チྍ䛺䛟ⅆ䜢⾜䛖䛣䛸䚹᳃ᯘⅆ⅏ὀពሗ䛜Ⓨ⾲䛥䜜䛯ሙྜ䛿
㻌 ⤯ᑐ䛻ⅆ䜢䜟䛺䛔䛷䛟䛰䛥䛔䚹

⇿њӪⲴᵳ࡙䘲⭘Ҿ൘㣜ޠຳትտᡆ⇿Ⲵ⮉ڌњӪǄ㣜≁ޜޠ䓛ԭᒦ䶎ߣݸ
ᶑԦ˖⇿њӪⲴᵳ࡙ҏ䘲⭘Ҿഭཆ⑨ᇒǄቭ㇑ྲ↔ˈѕ⾱൘䟾ཆ䘋㹼ԫօਟ㜭
ᦏᇣ൏ൠᡰᴹ㘵࡙⳺ⲴһᛵǄ⾱→᧠ᯝṁ᷍ǃൿṁ㤇઼ҡᣋඳ൮Ǆ൘ӛਇབྷ
㠚❦Ⲵ਼ᰦˈ䈧⢒䇠ԕл㿴ᇊ˖
ԕлѪ᷇ѝݱ䇨Ⲵ㹼Ѫ˖
̢䟷᪈㠚❦⭏䮯Ⲵ⍶઼᷌㧼㧷
̢↕㹼઼僁䖖
̢᭦䳶ᦹ㩭൘ൠкⲴᶮ᷌ǃ઼ᷟ᷍ަԆᓄⲴཙ❦⢙૱Ǆ
̢൘≤փѝ⑨⌣઼⍇ˈնࡽᨀᱟ䈕≤փ䐍༿ᆓᓖٷቻ઼ᡯቻൠส䏣ཏ䘌
̢㲛侥䫃劬઼ߠ䫃
̢൘ݱ䇨䇯䰞Ⲵൠ४Ჲᰦᙗ⮉ڌ
̢֯⭘ׯᩪᔿ⚹⚦ࡦ༷伏⢙Ձ䰢઼䵢㩕൪ᡰᨀⲴ・⤜㈍⚛४ฏǄ
ԕлѪ⾱→Ⲵ㹼Ѫ˖
̢ሩԆӪᡆ⧟ຳ䙐ᡀᒢᢠᡆᦏᇣ
̢ᒢᢠㆁᐒⲴ呏㊫
̢Ӿ⭏䮯ᡆقлⲴṁк᪈ਆẖⳞǃṁⳞǃṁ᷍ǃṁਦǃṁ㜲ǃṁ≱ᡆᶮ᷌
̢ӾԆӪⲴ൏ൠкᑖ䎠㤄㰃ǃൠ㺓ǃᵘཤǃ⸞⭏♼ᵘᡆ⌕⛝
̢ࢢ㥹
̢䙊䗷ԆӪⲴ㙅ൠᡆ㣡ഝˈᡆ൘ަѝ䗷ཌ
̢ҡᣋඳ൮
̢൘⋑ᴹ㧧ᗇ൏ൠᡰᴹ㘵䇨ਟⲴᛵߥл䫃劬ᡆ⤙⤾
̢൘⋑ᴹ㧧ᗇ൏ൠᡰᴹ㘵䇨ਟⲴᛵߥл傮䖖䙊䗷䈕ൠ४
̢൘⋑ᴹ㧧ᗇ൏ൠᡰᴹ㘵䇨ਟⲴᛵߥл⛩⟳㈍⚛ྲᆈ൘᷇⾱⚛䆖ˈ
 ࡉнݱ䇨൘㠚❦४ฏ⭏⚛Ǆ
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Remember the following before setting
out to pick mushrooms

Remember
the following
before setting out
to pick mushrooms

You will need a mushroom basket, a mushroom knife and
a brush for cleaning mushrooms. The basket is the most
important item – it should have plenty of room for air to
circulate, a wide base and washable material. The most
suitable type of basket is a shingle basket or a perforated
plas c basket designed for use with food. It is also advisable
to take a cover for the basket to ensure that no foliage falls
out of trees into the basket. The basket does not need to have
high sides, as mushrooms should not be stacked high on top
of each other in the basket.
The mushroom knife should be sharp enough and have a thin
blade. Choose a bright colour to make it easier to find if you
lose it in the forest. It is also advisable to take a spare knife
when picking mushrooms.
If you are visi ng an unfamiliar forest, it is a good idea to take
a map, compass, phone and, if necessary, a GPS navigator.
Remember to recharge electronic devices before se ng oﬀ. It
is also advisable to take a conven onal map, such as an image
printed from an online mapping service.

Collect forest mushrooms in dry weather
Mushrooms should be picked when they are young and in
good condi on and when the weather is fair. The mushrooms
should be detached from the ground by twis ng the en re
mushroom out. They should then be cleaned and sorted
immediately a er picking. Diﬀerent types of mushroom
should be collected separately. It is a good idea to preserve
or cook mushrooms on the day they are picked.

䜻䝜䝁⊁䜚䛾‽ഛ

൘ࠪਁ䟷㱁㧷ࡽ䉘䇠ԕлһ亩

䜻䝜䝁⊁䜚䛻䛿䚸✭䛧䛯䜻䝜䝁䜢ධ䜜䜛䝞䝇䜿䝑䝖䚸䝘䜲䝣䚸䜻䝜䝁䜢䛝䜜䛔䛻䛩䜛
䝤䝷䝅䛜ᚲせ䛷䛩䚹୰䛷䜒䝞䝇䜿䝑䝖䛿᭱䜒㔜せ䛺䜰䜲䝔䝮䛷䛩䚹䜻䝜䝁䛾㛫䜢✵Ẽ
䛜㏻䜛䜘䛖䛻䚸ᖜᗈ䛷༑ศ䛺䛝䛥䛾Ὑ䛘䜛⣲ᮦ䛾䝞䝇䜿䝑䝖䜢⏝ព䛧䜎䛧䜗䛖䚹
㣗ရ⏝䛻䝕䝄䜲䞁䛥䜜䛯ⷧ䛔ᮌ⓶〇䛾䝞䝇䜿䝑䝖䜎䛯䛿✰䛾㛤䛔䛯䝥䝷䝇䝏䝑䜽〇䛾
䝞䝇䜿䝑䝖䛜᭱㐺䛷䛩䚹ⴠ䛱ⴥ䛺䛹䛜䝞䝇䜿䝑䝖䛾୰䛻ධ䜙䛺䛔䜘䛖䛻䚸䝞䝇䜿䝑䝖䛻
⿕䛫䜛䜹䝞䞊䜒ᣢཧ䛧䛯᪉䛜Ⰻ䛔䛷䛧䜗䛖䚹䜻䝜䝁䛿✚䜏㔜䛽ཝ⚗䛾䛯䜑䚸
䝞䝇䜿䝑䝖䛿῝䛥䛜䛺䛟䛶䜒ኵ䛷䛩䚹㻌

ᛘሶ䴰㾱ањ㱁㧷㈞ǃаᢺ㱁㧷࠰઼а᭟⭘Ҿ⌱㧼㧷ⲴࡧᆀǄަѝ㈞ᆀᴰѪ
䟽㾱üüᓄᴹ䏣ཏⲴオ≄ᗚ⧟オ䰤ˈ䟷⭘ᇭᓅᓗ઼ਟ⍇⏔ᶀᯉǄᴰਸ䘲Ⲵ㈞ᆀ
㊫රᱟу䰘⭘Ҿ伏૱Ⲵᵘ⬖ㆀᡆクᆄກᯉㆀǄ↔ཆˈҏᔪ䇞ᛘᑖкањ㈞ⴆˈ
ԕ䱢→ṁਦ㩭㈞ޕᆀ䟼Ǆ㈞ᆀⲴח䶒н䴰㾱䗷儈ˈഐѪᛘнᓄሶ㧼㧷ึ᭮൘㈞
ᆀ䟼Ǆ

䝘䜲䝣䛿ษ䜜䛜Ⰻ䛟䚸ล䛾ⷧ䛔䜒䛾䛜ᚲせ䛷䛩䚹᳃䛾୰䛷ኻ䛟䛧䛶䛧䜎䛳䛶䜒
ぢ䛴䛡䜔䛩䛔䜘䛖䛻䚸᫂䜛䛔Ⰽ䛾䜒䛾䛻䛧䜎䛧䜗䛖䚹ணഛ䝘䜲䝣䜒㻝ᮏᣢཧ䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢
䛚່䜑䛧䜎䛩䚹
ึ䜑䛶ゼ䜜䜛᳃䛾ሙྜ䛿䚸ᆅᅗ䚸䝁䞁䝟䝇䚸㟁ヰ䚸ᚲせ䛺ሙྜ䛿㻳㻼㻿䝘䝡䜒ᣢཧ
䛧䛯᪉䛜Ⰻ䛔䛷䛧䜗䛖䚹㟁Ꮚᶵჾ䛿ฟⓎ๓䛻ᚲ䛪㟁䛧䛶䛚䛝䜎䛧䜗䛖䚹䜸䞁䝷䜲䞁
䝬䝑䝥䜢༳ๅ䛧䛯䜒䛾䛺䛹䚸୍⯡ⓗ䛺ᆅᅗ䜒ᣢ䛳䛶䛔䜛䛸Ᏻᚰ䛷䛩䚹

䜻䝜䝁⊁䜚䛿‵ᗘ䛾ప䛔䜹䝷䝑䛸䛧䛯᪥䛻
䜻䝜䝁䛿䚸ⱝ䛟䚸≧ែ䛾Ⰻ䛔䜒䛾䜢ኳẼ䛾Ⰻ䛔᪥䛻✭䛧䜎䛩䚹䜻䝜䝁య䜢
䜂䛽䛳䛶ᅵ䛛䜙ᘬ䛝ᢤ䛝䜎䛩䚹✭䛧䛯䜻䝜䝁䛿⣲᪩䛟ᅵ䜔ᇕ䜢ྲྀ䜚㝖䛝䚸㑅ู䛧䜎䛩䚹
䜻䝜䝁䛿✀㢮䛤䛸䛻ศ䛡䛶✭䛧䜎䛩䚹✭䛧䛯䜻䝜䝁䛿ᙜ᪥୰䛻ㄪ⌮䛩䜛䛛䚸
ಖᏑ䛩䜛䜘䛖䛻䛧䜎䛧䜗䛖䚹

㱁㧷࠰ᓄ䏣ཏ䬻࡙ˈф࠰⡷ᓄ䖳㮴Ǆ䘹ᤙаᢺ仌㢢勌㢣Ⲵ㱁㧷࠰ˈྲ᷌ᛘ൘
᷇䟼ሶަཡᦹ㩭ˈࡉᴤᇩ᱃ࡠǄ↔ཆˈҏᔪ䇞ᛘ൘䟷㱁㧷ᰦᑖкаᢺ༷⭘
࠰Ǆ
ྲ᷌ᛘ䇑ࡂࡽᖰаᓗн⟏ᚹⲴ᷇ˈࡉᴰྭᑖкൠമǃᤷই䪸઼⭥䈍ˈྲᴹᗵ
㾱ҏਟԕ֯⭘*36ሬ㡚ԚǄ࠷䇠൘ࠪਁࡽѪ⭥ᆀ䇮༷⭥ݵǄᛘᴰྭҏᑖкаᕐ
Ր㔏ⲴൠമˈֻྲӾ൘㓯ൠമ㖁ㄉкᢃঠⲴമۿǄ

൘ᒢ⠕Ⲵཙ≄ᶑԦл䟷᪈᷇㧼㧷
䈧൘ཙ≄Ფྭᰦˈ䘹ᤙ勌ᄙǃ⣦ᘱ㢟ྭⲴ㧼㧷䘋㹼䟷᪈Ǆᓄᢝ䖜ᮤњ㧼㧷ˈӾ
ൠкሶަ᪈лǄ䟷лਾˈᓄ・ণሶ㧼㧷⌱઼࠶㊫Ǆн਼Ⲵ㧼㧷ᓄঅ⤜䟷᪈Ǆ
ᔪ䇞൘䟷л㧼㧷Ⲵᖃཙሩަ䘋㹼䱢㞀༴⨶ᡆ✩侚Ǆ
ӵ䟷᪈⺞ᇊ㜭䗘䇔Ⲵ㧼㧷ʽ

☜ᐇ䛻ุู䛷䛝䜛䜻䝜䝁䛾䜏䜢✭䛩䜛䜘䛖䛻䛧䛶䛟䛰䛥䛔䟿

Only pick mushrooms that you can idenƟfy with certainty!
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Chanterelle
䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹
呑⋩㧼

The most common types of
mushrooms are easy to identify

Photo: Jorma Jämsen / Vastavalo

Slippery Jack
䝇䝸䝑䝟䝸䞊䞉䝆䝱䝑䜽
㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼

᭱䜒୍⯡ⓗ䛺䜻䝜䝁䛿⡆༢䛻ุูྍ⬟

Ceps
䝉䝑䝥㻌
䝉䝑䝥
⢋㛍㧼㖾ણ⢋㛍㧼
10

Funnel chanterelle
䝣䜯䞁䝛䝹䞉䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹㻌
哴ஷਝ㧼

Wolly milkcap
䜴䞊䝸䞊䞉䝭䝹䜽䜻䝱䝑䝥㻌㻌
∋ཤң㧷

Sheep polypore
䝅䞊䝥䞉䝫䝸䝥䝺
㔥㖺ཊᆄ㧼

Matsutakes
ᯇⲖ㻌
ᶮ㧼

ᑨ㿱Ⲵ㧼㧷䶎ᑨᇩ᱃䗘䇔
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Ceps Boletus edulis and Boletus pinophilus

䝉䝑䝥㻌Boletus edulis䠄䝲䝬䝗䝸䝎䜿䠅䛚䜘䜃Boletus pinophilus䠄ྡ䛺䛧䠅

Ceps (B. edulis) and pine boletes (B. pinophilus) are common
throughout Finland. Both types of boletes have a whi sh,
barrel-shaped s pe with a dis nc ve light mesh pa ern at
the top. When ceps are young, they have a hard pore surface
with a white colour, which ages to a yellow or yellow-green
colour. Ceps are in season from midsummer un l the end of
September.

䝉䝑䝥䠄䝲䝬䝗䝸䝎䜿䠅䛸䝟䜲䞁䞉䝪䝸䞊䝖䠄B. pinophilus䠅䛿䝣䜱䞁䝷䞁䝗䛷䜘䛟ぢ䛛䛡䜛✀㢮䛷䛩䚹䛹䛱䜙䛾䜲䜾䝏䝎
䜿✀䜒ⓑ䛳䜍䛔ᶡᆺ䛾㍈䛻ⷧ䛔⥙≧ᶍᵝ䛾ച䛜≉ᚩⓗ䛷䛩䚹ⱝ䛔䝉䝑䝥䛾Ꮝཱྀ㠃䛿◳䛟ⓑⰍ䛷䛩䛜䚸ᡂ㛗䛸
ඹ䛻㯤Ⰽ䜎䛯䛿㯤⥳Ⰽ䛻ኚⰍ䛧䜎䛩䚹✭ᮇ䛿┿ኟ䛛䜙㻥᭶ୗ᪪䜎䛷䛷䛩䚹

Ceps (B. edulis) appear near fresh spruces, while pine boletes
(B. pinophilus) grow near pine trees in dry coniferous forests.
Pine boletes have a dark reddish brown cap. The cap of a cep
is a lighter shade of brown than that of a pine bolete.
Ceps should be picked whole at the youngest possible age,
when they are at their best. A good way to preserve ceps is
to dry them. To do this, cut the cap ver cally into slices 5 mm
thick. The s pe can be cut into thin slices, either ver cally
or horizontally. In a food dehydrator, ceps will dry out fairly
quickly at a temperature of 35–40 °C.
Ceps are the most highly valued forest mushrooms in Europe.
In good mushroom years, large amounts are exported from
Finland to Italy and other countries in Central and Southern
Europe.

䝉䝑䝥䠄䝲䝬䝗䝸䝎䜿䠅䛿ⱝ䛔䝖䜴䝠䛾㏆䛟䛻⏕䛘䜎䛩䛜䚸䝟䜲䞁䞉䝪䝸䞊䝖䠄B. pinophilus䠅䛿⇱䛧䛯㔪ⴥᶞᯘ䛾
ᯇ䛾㏆䛟䛻⏕䛘䜎䛩䚹䝟䜲䞁䞉䝪䝸䞊䝖䛿⃰䛔㉥ⲔⰍ䛾ച䛜≉ᚩⓗ䛷䛩䚹䝉䝑䝥䛾ച䛿䝟䜲䞁䞉䝪䝸䞊䝖䜘䜚䜒ᑡ䛧
᫂䜛䛔ⲔⰍ䛷䛩䚹㻌
䝉䝑䝥䛿䚸✭䛻᭱㐺䛺䛝䛥䜎䛷ᡂ㛗䛧䛯䚸䛺䜛䜉䛟ⱝ䛔䜒䛾䜢䛤䛸✭䛧䜎䛩䚹䝉䝑䝥䛻㐺䛧䛯ಖᏑ᪉ἲ䛿
⇱ಖᏑ䛷䛩䚹ച䛿⦪䛻㻡䟚䛾ཌ䛥䛻ษ䜚䚸㍈䛿⦪䜎䛯䛿ᶓ䛻ⷧษ䜚䛻䛧䜎䛩䚹㻟㻡䡚㻠㻜䉝䛻タᐃ䛧䛯㣗ရ⇱ᶵ
䛻ධ䜜䜛䛸ẚ㍑ⓗ▷㛫䛷⇱䛧䜎䛩䚹㻌
䝉䝑䝥䛿䝶䞊䝻䝑䝟䛷᭱䜒౯್䛾㧗䛔䜻䝜䝁䛷䛩䚹✭㔞䛾ከ䛔ᖺ䛿䚸㔞䛾䝉䝑䝥䛜䝣䜱䞁䝷䞁䝗䛛䜙䜲䝍䝸䜰䜔
୰ኸ䚸༡䝶䞊䝻䝑䝟䛾ᅜ䚻䜈㍺ฟ䛥䜜䜎䛩䚹㻌

⢋㛍㧼㖾ણ⢋㛍㧼Boletus edulis઼㽀㓒⢋㛍㧼Boletus pinophilus
⢋㛍㧼㖾ણ⢋㛍㧼
㖾ણ⢋㛍㧼 B. edulis ઼㽀㓒⢋㛍㧼 B. pinophilus ൘㣜ޠൠ൷ᖸᑨ㿱Ǆ䘉є⢋㛍㧼䜭䮯ᴹⲭ㢢ǃẦ
⣦Ⲵ㧼ᷴˈ亦䜘⤜⢩Ⲵ㖁ṬമṸǄ勌ᄙⲴ⢋㛍㧼ާᴹⲭ㢢Ⲵ⺜∋ᆄ㺘䶒ˈ㘱ॆਾࡉਈᡀ哴㢢ᡆ哴㔯㢢Ǆ
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㓒㢢Ⲵἅ㢢㧼ⴆǄ㖾ણ⢋㛍㧼Ⲵἅ㢢㧼ⴆ∄㽀㓒⢋㛍㧼䖳⍵аӋǄ
ᓄ൘⢋㛍㧼ቭਟ㜭勌ᄙᰦᮤਚ䟷᪈ˈ↔ᰦަ⣦ᘱᴰ֣Ǆ⢋㛍㧼Ⲵ⨶ᜣ䱢㞀ᯩᔿᱟ✈ᒢǄѪ↔ˈᓄሶަⴤ࠷
⡷ˈ⇿⡷㓖∛㊣Ǆ❦ਾሶ㧼ᷴ⁚ੁᡆㄆⴤ࠷Ѫ㮴⡷Ǆ֯⭘伏⢙㝡≤ᵪਟ൘e&л䗵䙏✈ᒢ⢋㛍
㧼Ǆ

Ceps
䝉䝑䝥㻌
䝉䝑䝥
⢋㛍㧼㖾ણ⢋㛍㧼
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䝇䝸䝑䝟䝸䞊䞉䝆䝱䝑䜽㻌Suillus luteus䠄䝚䝯䝸䜲䜾䝏䠅

Slippery Jack mushrooms are yellow-brown with a surface
that is slimy when wet and shiny when dry. The cap is
hemispherical when young, becoming convex and turning
dark brown with age. The Slippery Jack’s pore surface is yellow,
and it is ini ally covered by a white veil. As the mushroom
grows, the veil detaches and shrivels around the s pe, forming
a dark ring. The Slippery Jack’s s pe is quite thick and hard,
with a light colour below the ring and a yellowish colour above
it, with small dots. The flesh is yellow and fairly so .

䝇䝸䝑䝟䝸䞊䞉䝆䝱䝑䜽䛾ച䛿㯤〓Ⰽ䛷䚸䜜䛶䛔䜛䛿䛼䜑䜚䛜䛒䜚䚸⇱䛧䛶䛔䜛䛿ග䜚䜎䛩䚹ⱝ䛔䛾
ച䛿༙⌫≧䛷䚸ᚋ䛻ฝᆺ䛻䛺䜚䚸Ⰽ䜒⃰䛔ⲔⰍ䛻ኚⰍ䛧䜎䛩䚹Ꮝཱྀ㠃䛿㯤Ⰽ䛟䚸᭱ึ䛿ⓑ䛔⿕⭷䛻ໟ䜎䜜䛶
䛔䜎䛩䚹⿕⭷䛿ᡂ㛗䛸ඹ䛻䛜䜜䛶㍈䛾࿘䜚䛷⦰䜎䜚䚸䜔䛜䛶⃰䛔Ⰽ䛾䝸䞁䜾䜢ᙧᡂ䛧䜎䛩䚹㍈䛿㠀ᖖ䛻ኴ䛟䛶
◳䛟䚸䝸䞁䜾䜘䜚ୗ䛾㒊ศ䛿Ⰽ䛜ⷧ䛟䚸䝸䞁䜾䜘䜚ୖ䛾㒊ศ䛿㯤Ⰽ䛳䜍䛟䚸ᑠ䛥䛺Ⅼ䛜ぢ䜙䜜䜎䛩䚹⫗䛿ẚ㍑ⓗ
ᰂ䜙䛛䛟䚸㯤Ⰽ䛷䛩䚹

Slippery Jack mushrooms are abundant, growing all over
Finland in pine areas. They grow in groups in loca ons where
the ground surface is broken, such as alongside forest roads.
They are in season from July to September.
The Slippery Jack’s slimy film can be removed from the surface:
first, use a knife to split the mushroom from the bo om up to
the surface film, and then remove the film from the two halves
of the mushroom. Slippery Jacks can be dehydrated when
the cap is cut ver cally into 5-mm slices. For domes c use,
the mushroom can be frozen a er excess liquid is removed
by simmering it.

Slippery Jack
䝇䝸䝑䝟䝸䞊䞉䝆䝱䝑䜽
㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼

Photo: Arc c Flavours Associa on

Slippery Jack Suillus luteus

䝇䝸䝑䝟䝸䞊䞉䝆䝱䝑䜽䛿䚸䝣䜱䞁䝷䞁䝗ᇦ䚸ᯇ䛾ᮌ䛜⏕䛘䜛ሙᡤ䛻䛯䛟䛥䜣⏕ᜥ䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹᳃ᯘ㐨㊰䛾⬥䛺䛹䚸
ᅵ䛾⾲㠃䛜䜜䛶䛔䜛ሙᡤ䛻⩌⏕䛧䜎䛩䚹✭ᮇ䛿㻣᭶䛛䜙㻥᭶䜎䛷䛷䛩䚹
䝇䝸䝑䝟䝸䞊䞉䝆䝱䝑䜽䛾䛼䜑䜚䜢㝖ཤ䛩䜛᪉ἲ䠖䝘䜲䝣䛷㍈䛾ୗ䛛䜙ച䛾⾲㠃䛾䛼䜑䜚㒊ศ䜎䛷⦪䛻ษ䛳䛶㻞䛴
䛻ศ䛡䚸䛼䜑䜚㒊ศ䜢ྲྀ䜚㝖䛝䜎䛩䚹ച䜢⦪䛻㻡䝭䝸䛾ཌ䛥䛻ษ䛳䛶⇱䛷䛝䜎䛩䚹䛤⮬Ꮿ⏝䛾ሙྜ䛿䚸㐣䛺
Ỉศ䜢↻ฟ䛧䛶䛛䜙෭ಖᏑ䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜎䛩䚹

㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼Suillus luteus
㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼哴ἅ㢢ˈަ㺘䶒൘⒯⏖ᰦ䖳Ѫ㋈ぐˈᒢ⠕ᰦࡉᴹ⌭ݹǄ勌ᄙⲴ㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼㧼ⴆѪॺ⨳
ᖒˈ㘱ॆਾࡉࠨ䎧ᒦਈᡀ␡ἅ㢢Ǆ㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼Ⲵ∋ᆄ㺘䶒Ѫ哴㢢ˈᴰࡍ⭡ⲭ㢢㧼⧟㾶ⴆǄ㧼⧟䲿ަ⭏䮯
㘼㝡㩭ˈᒦ㔅⵰㧼ᷴᷟ㨾ˈᖒᡀањ␡㢢Ⲵ⧟Ǆ㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼Ⲵ㧼ᷴᖃᇎඊ⺜ˈ⧟Ⲵлᯩ⍵㢢ˈ
кᯩ哴㢢фᑖᴹሿശ⛩Ǆ㧼㚹哴㢢ˈфᖃḄ䖟Ǆ
㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼Ⲵᮠ䟿ᶱཊˈ䙽ᐳ㣜Ⲵޠᶮṁ४ǄᆳԜ൘ൠ䶒ᔰ㻲༴㈷㗔⭏䮯ˈֻྲ⋯⵰᷇䚃䐟Ǆ
ަ⭏䮯Ⲵᆓ㢲Ѫгᴸ㠣ҍᴸǄ
ਟሶ㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼㺘䶒Ⲵ㋈ぐ㮴㟌৫䲔˖俆ˈݸӾлᖰкሶަа࠷ѪҼˈ❦ਾӾ㧼㧷Ⲵєॺкਆл㮴㟌Ǆ
ᛘਟԕሩ㽀⧟ң⢋㛍㧼䘋㹼㝡≤༴⨶ˈѪ↔䴰㾱ሶ㧼ⴆㄆⴤ࠷Ѫ∛㊣Ⲵ㮴⡷Ǆྲ᷌൘ᇦѝ㠚⭘ˈ
ࡉਟ䙊䗷⟜➞৫䲔㧼㧷ѝⲴབྷ䟿≤࠶ˈ❦ਾሶަߧ߫Ǆ
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Photo: Arc c Flavours Associa on

Chanterelle
䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹
呑⋩㧼

Chanterelle Cantharellus cibarius

䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹㻌Cantharellus
Cantharellus cibarius䠄䜰䞁䝈䝍䜿䠅
cibarius

Chanterelles are easily identifiable, beautiful yellow
mushrooms that can be found in the southern and central
parts of Finland. Chanterelles have a funnel-shaped cap with
its edges either wavy or curling inwards. The underside of
the cap has gill-like decurrent ridges. Chanterelles can also be
iden fied by their dis nc ve strong fruity aroma.

䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹䛿⡆༢䛻ぢศ䛡䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜛⨾䛧䛔㯤Ⰽ䛔䜻䝜䝁䛷䚸䝣䜱䞁䝷䞁䝗༡㒊䜔୰㒊䛻⏕ᜥ䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹
ച䛿₃ᩯ≧䛾ᙧ䜢䛧䛶䛚䜚䚸ച䛾⦕䛿䝠䝷䝠䝷䛸Ἴᡴ䛳䛶䛔䜛䛛ෆഃ䛻䜹䞊䝹䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹ച䛾䛿䜂䛰䛾
䜘䛖䛺➽䛜ᆶ⏕䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹䛿䚸䛭䛾≉ᚩ䛷䛒䜛ᯝᐇ䛾䜘䛖䛺ᙉ䛔ⰾ㤶䛷ุู䛩䜛䛣䛸䜒䛷䛝䜎䛩䚹

Chanterelles thrive in mixed forests with predominantly birch
trees, and they o en grow in the same places year a er year.
The mushroom favours sunny loca ons, and it is o en found
alongside paths and forest roads, as well as on lakeside banks.
Chanterelles have a long season, las ng from the end of June
to the end of September. The season can some mes extend
into October and November in the southernmost areas.
The mushroom is suitable for frying, dehydra ng, freezing
and using in marinades. Chanterelles are among the best
mushrooms for preserving. When fresh, they can be stored
in a refrigerator for a few days a er picking.

ᶟ䛾ከ䛔ΰྜᶞᯘ䛾୰䛻⏕ᜥ䛧䚸䜋䜌ẖᖺྠ䛨ሙᡤ䛻⏕䛘䜎䛩䚹ኴ㝧䛾ᙜ䛯䜛ሙᡤ䜢ዲ䜏䚸ᑠ㐨䜔᳃ᯘ㐨㊰
䛾⬥䚸†␁ἢ䛔䛻䜒ぢ䜙䜜䜎䛩䚹✭ᮇ䛿㛗䛟䚸㻢᭶ᮎ䛛䜙㻥᭶ᮎ䜎䛷䛷䛩䚹༡㒊䛷䛿㻝㻜᭶䜔㻝㻝᭶䜎䛷✭
䛷䛝䜛ሙྜ䜒䛒䜚䜎䛩䚹
䝣䝷䜲䜔䝬䝸䝛䛻᭱㐺䛷䚸⇱䚸෭䜒ྍ⬟䛷䛩䚹䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹䛿ಖᏑ䛻᭱䜒㐺䛧䛯䜻䝜䝁䛷䛩䚹
⏕䛾䜎䜎䛷䜒✭ᚋ㻞䚸㻟᪥䛿෭ⶶᗜ䛷ಖᏑ䛷䛝䜎䛩䚹㻌

呑⋩㧼Cantharellus cibarius
呑⋩㧼ᱟа⭏䮯൘㣜ޠই䜘઼ѝ䜘ൠ४Ⲵ㖾ѭ哴㢢㱁㧷ˈᖸᇩ᱃䗘䇶Ǆ呑⋩㧼ާᴹ┿ᯇᖒⲴ㧼ⴆˈ䗩㕈
㾱Ѹ⌒⎚ᖒˈ㾱ѸੁধᴢǄ㧼ⴆлᯩ䮯ᴹ勳⣦Ⲵлᔦ㜺㓩Ǆ呑⋩㧼⤜⢩㘼ᕪ⛸Ⲵ᷌ણ俉≄ҏᖸᇩ᱃䇶
࡛Ǆ
呑⋩㧼൘ԕⲭẖṁѪѫⲴӔ᷇ѝᶱѪᑨ㿱ˈ㘼ф㓿ᑨᒤ༽аᒤ⭏䮯൘਼ањൠᯩǄ䘉㧼㧷ௌ䱣ݵݹ䏣
ѻ༴ˈֻྲሿᖴ઼᷇䚃䐟ᯱˈԕ৺⒆⮄䗩Ǆ㧼㧷Ⲵ⭏䮯ᆓ㢲䖳䮯ˈӾޝᴸᓅᤱ㔝㠣ҍᴸᵛǄ
൘ᴰই䜘Ⲵൠ४ˈᴹᰦ⭊㠣ᔦ㔝㠣ॱᴸ઼ॱаᴸǄ
呑⋩㧼ਟ❾⛨ǃ㝡≤ǃߧ઼߫⭘Ҿ㝼ᯉѝˈᱟᴰ䘲ਸ䘋㹼䱢㞀༴⨶Ⲵ㧼㧷ѻаǄᯠ勌Ⲵ呑⋩㧼ਟ൘䟷᪈ਾ
ᆈ᭮Ҿߠ㇡ѝᮠᰕǄ
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䝣䜯䞁䝛䝹䞉䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹㻌Cantharellus
Cantharellus tubaeformis䠄䝆䝵䜴䝂䝍䜿䠅

Funnel chanterelles have brownish-yellow or greyish caps,
and they are shaped like trumpets. The cap is either wavy or
curling downwards, and it becomes deeper as the mushroom
ages. The underside of the funnel chanterelle’s cap has long,
gill-like decurrent ridges. The s pe is yellowish and hollow.

䝣䜯䞁䝛䝹䞉䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹䛾ച䛿㯤〓Ⰽ䜎䛯䛿⅊Ⰽ䛷䚸䝖䝷䞁䝨䝑䝖䛾䜘䛖䛺ᙧ䜢䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹ച䛾⦕䛿
䝠䝷䝠䝷䛸Ἴᡴ䛳䛶䛔䜛䛛ෆഃ䛻䜹䞊䝹䛧䛶䛚䜚䚸䛭䛾䜹䞊䝹䛿ᡂ㛗䛸ඹ䛻䛝䛟䛺䛳䛶䛔䛝䜎䛩䚹
ച䛾䛿㛗䛔䜂䛰䛾䜘䛖䛺➽䛜ᆶ⏕䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹㍈䛿㯤Ⰽ䛜䛛䛳䛶䛚䜚䚸✵Ὕ䛻䛺䛳䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹

Funnel chanterelles thrive near spruce trees in fresh coniferous
forests. Funnel chanterelles grow in large groups in deep moss,
where they can be diﬃcult to recognise. Funnel chanterelles
have a long, abundant and rather late season in the autumn,
from September un l first snowfall. Funnel chanterelles
commonly appear in Southern and Central Finland, and less
commonly in Northern Finland.
Funnel chanterelles can be fried for immediate consump on,
or frozen or dehydrated for use in the winter.

Photo: Arc c Flavours Associa on

Funnel chanterelle Cantharellus tubaeformis

䝣䜯䞁䝛䝹䞉䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹䛿᪂㩭䛺㔪ⴥᶞᯘ䛾䝖䜴䝠䛾㏆䛟䛻⏕ᜥ䛧䜎䛩䚹῝䛔ⱏ䛾୰䛻㔞䛻⩌⏕䛧䛶
䛔䜛䛯䜑䚸ぢ䛴䛡䛻䛟䛟䛺䛳䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹✭ᮇ䛿㛗䛟䚸䜎䛯䛾䜻䝜䝁㢮䜘䜚䜒㐜䛔㻥᭶䛛䜙ึ㞷䛜㝆䜛䛣䜝
䜎䛷䛷䛩䚹䝣䜱䞁䝷䞁䝗༡㒊䛸୰㒊䛻ከ䛟䚸㒊䛷䛿䛭䜜䜋䛹ከ䛟⏕ᜥ䛧䛶䛔䜎䛫䜣䚹㻌
䝣䝷䜲䛻䛧䛶䛩䛠䛻㣗䜉䜛䛣䛸䜒䛷䛝䜎䛩䛜䚸෭䜔⇱䛧䛶䛾ಖᏑ㣗䛻䛩䜛䛣䛸䜒䛷䛝䜎䛩䚹

哴ஷਝ㧼Cantharellus tubaeformis
哴ஷਝ㧼ާᴹἅ哴㢢ᡆ⚠㢢Ⲵ㧼ⴆˈфᖒ⣦㊫լஷਝǄ䗩㕈㾱Ѹ⌒⎚ᖒˈ㾱Ѹੁлধᴢˈ
ᒦ仌㢢䲿⵰㧼㧷Ⲵ㘱ॆ㘼ਈ␡Ǆ哴ஷਝ㧼Ⲵ㧼ⴆлᯩ䮯ᴹ䮯䮯Ⲵ勳⣦лᔦ㜺㓩Ǆ㧼ᷴѪ哴㢢ѝオǄ
哴ஷਝ㧼൘䪸ਦ᷇ѝⲴӁᵹṁᯱᶱѪᑨ㿱Ǆ哴ஷਝ㧼ᑨ㈷㗔⭏䮯൘␡㤄ѝˈഐ↔ਟ㜭䳮ԕ䗘䇔Ǆ
ᆳⲴ⭏䮯ᆓ㢲൘⿻ˈᔦ㔝ᰦ䰤䖳䮯ˈ䙊ᑨ൘ҍᴸ㠣ࡍ䴚ѻ䰤Ǆ哴ஷਝ㧼䙽ᐳ㣜Ⲵޠই䜘઼ѝ䜘ൠ४ˈ
൘㛼䜘䖳Ѫ㖅㿱Ǆ
哴ஷਝ㧼ਟ❾⛨ԕ・ণ伏⭘ˈᡆߧ߫㝡≤ˈԕׯ൘ߜᆓ֯⭘Ǆ

Funnel chanterelle
䝣䜯䞁䝛䝹䞉䝅䝱䞁䝖䝺䝹㻌
哴ஷਝ㧼
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Photo: Arc c Flavours Associa on

Sheep polypore Albatrellus ovinus

Woolly milkcaps have pinkish caps with an irregular pa ern
of concentric zones. The edge of the cap is rolled inwards and
shaggy when young. Beneath the cap, the mushroom has
white gills and a hollow, fairly short s pe.

When young, the sheep polypore is a creamy white, fairly
large mushroom with an irregular-shaped cap. As it ages, the
sheep polypore takes on a greyish or tan colour, spreading
out from the centre of the cap. Sheep polypores have white,
densely packed pores that do not detach, se ng them apart
from species such as ceps. The s pe is white and thick. The
sheep polypore is in season from August to October.

When the mushroom is broken down, white latex oozes out.
The season for woolly milkcaps depends on the summer
weather, falling between July and October.

Wolly milkcap
䜴䞊䝸䞊䞉䝭䝹䜽䜻䝱䝑䝥㻌㻌
∋ཤң㧷

Sheep polypores grow in groups in fresh, mossy spruce forests.
The mushroom is commonly found in Southern Finland, and
it grows in some places in the north. Before freezing, clean
and chop the mushroom and cook it in its own liquid. The
mushroom’s flesh turns bright yellow when it is cooked.
Sheep polypores can also be dehydrated. Sheep polypores
are suitable for use in vinegar-based pickles, soups, stews,
casseroles and pies. Clean, maggot-free caps can also be made
into mushroom steaks and fried.

Sheep polypore
䝅䞊䝥䞉䝫䝸䝥䝺
㔥㖺ཊᆄ㧼

䜴䞊䝸䞊䞉䝭䝹䜽䜻䝱䝑䝥㻌Lactarius torminosus㻔䜹䝷䝝䝒䝍䜿䠅

∋ཤң㧷Lactarius torminosus

䝅䞊䝥䞉䝫䝸䝥䝺㻌Albatrellus ovinus䠄䝙䞁䜼䝵䜴䝍䜿䝰䝗䜻䠅

㔥㖺ཊᆄ㧼Albatrellus ovinus

䜴䞊䝸䞊䞉䝭䝹䜽䜻䝱䝑䝥䛿䝢䞁䜽Ⰽ䛾ച䛷䚸ྠᚰ㒊ศ䛾ᶍᵝ䛿つ๎䛷䛩䚹
ച䛾⦕䛿ෆഃ䛻䜹䞊䝹䛧䛶䛚䜚䚸ⱝ䛔䛖䛱䛿ከẟ䛷䛩䚹㍈䛿䛸䛶䜒▷䛟䚸
ച䛾ഃ䛿ⓑ䛔䜂䛰䛸✵㛫䛜䛒䜚䜎䛩䚹㻌
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Woolly milkcaps o en grow alongside birch trees in fresh and
dry coniferous forests. They are common throughout Finland.
Woolly milkcaps have a bi er flavour that can be eliminated
by boiling them for ten minutes and then disposing of the
water. A er boiling, the mushrooms should be rinsed in cold,
running water. Woolly milkcaps can be used in foods such as
meatballs or mushroom salads. They can also be marinated
and served as an accompaniment to a main dish.

Photo: Arc c Flavours Associa on

Woolly milkcap Lactarius torminosus
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Matsutakes
ᯇⲖ㻌
ᶮ㧼

Matsutakes Tricholoma matsutake

ᯇⲖ㻌Tricholoma matsutake䠄䝬䝒䝍䜿䠅㻌

ᶮ㧼Tricholoma matsutake

Matsutakes are rather large mushrooms with sturdy s pes.
When young, they have a convex cap, becoming wide and
flat with age. Large mushrooms may have a slight depression
in the centre of the cap. The cap has a stranded structure,
which is par cularly pronounced around the edges of the
cap. The colour of the strands on the surface of the cap
varies from tar brown to light grey.
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Matsutakes have a rather long s pe of uniform thickness,
rigidly a ached to the ground. Young matsutakes are en rely
covered in a veil, which tears around the edges of the cap
when the cap opens. This reveals the light-coloured gills
and the light upper part of the s pe. The mushroom’s flesh
is white and firm, and it can be preserved well. Younger
mushrooms have a weaker and more pleasant scent than
older mushrooms, which have a strong, fragrant scent. The
dis nc ve aroma is one of the characteris c features of the
mushroom.
Matsutakes grow from August to September in sandy pine
forests in areas that are low in nutrients. There is significant
varia on in annual quan es of this mushroom. The best
place to find matsutakes is Northern Finland. Matsutakes
are as revered in Japan as ceps are in Italy. When a large
volume of matsutakes grow in Finland, a small amount is
exported to Japan. However, the best way for tourists staying
in Finland to obtain the mushroom is to search for it in the
wilderness with the help of a guide.
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Matsutakes should not be confused with the orange-red
Booted Knight (Tricholoma focale), which is similar in
appearance and grows in the same loca ons. The Booted
Knight has a s pe that tapers towards the base and can be
easily detached from the ground.
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Photo: Soili Jussila / Vastavalo

Dried mushrooms are easy for tourists to take home
Sal ng, freezing, pickling in vinegar and dehydra ng are all good means of preserving
mushrooms. Mushrooms should be boiled in plenty of water or cooked in a frying pan with
no added fat before using any preserva on method.
For tourists, the most highly recommended op on is to dehydrate mushrooms: this makes
them easier to take home. For dehydra on, the mushrooms do not need to undergo any
other form of prepara on, as dry mushrooms will dehydrate more quickly.
Instruc ons for dehydra on: Cut the mushrooms into slices approximately half a cen metre
thick. Small, thin mushrooms can be dehydrated whole. Spread the mushrooms into a thin,
even layer on a drying rack. Place the rack into the dehydrator or above a source of heat.
The temperature used to dehydrate the mushrooms should remain as stable as possible
throughout the en re dehydra on process.

Do not move the rack to a diﬀerent place un l dehydra on is complete. If the rack is moved
to a diﬀerent place – for example, if a rack that was close to the heat source is moved further
away – the temperature of the mushrooms will change rapidly and dehydra on will cease
almost en rely. This may result in the mushrooms turning a darker colour. Mushrooms are
dry enough if they break when folded. In this state, they will contain less than 12% moisture.
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Pack the mushrooms into a clean, dry and air- ght container. Make a note of the type of
mushroom and packing date on the container. Store the mushrooms in a cool, dark and dry
place. Dried mushrooms can be stored for years before use.
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Dried mushrooms can be used in the same way as fresh mushrooms. Before dried mushrooms
are used for cooking, they should be soaked for 15–30 minutes in 2–3 cups of water for
1 cup of mushrooms. If the steeping water does not have a bi er flavour, it can also be
added to the food.
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Thin-fleshed mushrooms can be crushed and added directly into foods such as soups, pastries,
sauces or stews. Dried mushrooms can also be ground into powders with a pestle and mortar
or a rolling pin and added to food like a spice.
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Forest mushrooms have good nutritional value
and offer a lighter alternative at meal times
Mushrooms help to diversify the diet and oﬀer lighter
meals. In terms of nutri onal content, they lie in the middle
ground between fish and vegetables. Mushrooms are a good
subs tute for some of the meat in an ordinary diet; in some
diets, they may even replace meat en rely. Mushrooms are
at their best in pies, stews, salads, sauces and soups.
Between 85% and 90% of a mushroom’s weight is water, and
they have an average energy content of only 25 kcal/100 g.
Mushrooms contain only about 0.5 g of fat per 100 g, and
approximately 2 g of protein per 100 g. Some species of
mushroom contain more protein and a more diverse range
of amino acids than vegetables.
Mushrooms are a good source of fibre: they contain between
1.5 g and 6 g of insoluble fibre per 100 g. In addi on to glucose,
mushrooms contain mushroom sugar – known as trehalose
– which may some mes cause symptoms similar to lactose
intolerance if it is not absorbed during diges on.
An important nutri onal property of mushrooms is their high
mineral and trace element concentra ons, which are be er
than those of grains and garden vegetables. Mushrooms
are par cularly good sources of potassium, iron, zinc and
selenium. Mushrooms contain li le sodium, so they are also
suitable for people who are monitoring their blood pressure.
Mushrooms contain moderate amounts of vitamins A,
B and D. Chanterelles and funnel chanterelles – types of
forest mushroom – contain plenty of vitamin D2. Funnel
chanterelles contain approximately 15.4 μg of vitamin D per
100 g, while chanterelles contain approximately 5.8 μg per
100 g. The recommended adult daily intake of vitamin D is
7.5 μg. Milkcaps also contain moderate amounts of vitamin D:
approximately 5.5 μg per 100 g. Thanks to their yellow colour,
chanterelles also contain large quan es of carotenoids,
which are precursors to vitamin A. Mushrooms also contain
vitamins from group B, par cularly vitamin B2 (riboflavin) and
vitamin B3 (niacin).
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Small companies making mushroom delicacies
Fresh mushrooms can be purchased at marketplaces in Finland and at some grocery stores. The companies that process
mushrooms in Finland are generally small. Mushrooms are used to make products such as dried mushroom products,
canned mushrooms, pickled mushrooms and marinated mushrooms. Visitors to Finland can also buy these products from
rural tourism and nature centres.
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